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Project initiation
It is good practice to establish a Project Initiation Document (PID) or Terms of Reference (ToR) at the start of the project
defining the objectives, scope, constraints, authority (owner, sponsor) and resources of the project. In the context of the
case study scenario, there appears to be confusion around the objectives, scope and ownership of the project.
Project objectives and project scope: what is the project?
The objectives and scope of the project appear to be at different levels. The project might be ‘to establish a formal
strategic planning system at MidShire Health’, or, it might be more restricted to the development of a ‘comprehensive
computer-based information system recording the outcomes and activities of the organisation’. Certainly the
implementation team set up to undertake the detailed work appears to be primarily concerned with the functionality of
the software package and the presence of Eurotek support consultants would tend to support this focus. The assertion
from the CEO that the objective of the steering group is ‘to deliver health to the Midshire community’ adds further
confusion. Although this objective is amended later in the project, restricting it to ‘effectively and efficiently treating
disease’, both of these objectives really concern the organisation as a whole, not a specific project within that
organisation. It is preferable that the project objectives should be more restricted.
The immediate employment of consultants with a potential software solution will inevitably skew the project towards a
particular technical solution designed to support the planning system. There needs to be a distinction at the initiation of
the project between the business objectives of the project and the technical objectives of the software system required
to support those business objectives. The CEO confuses the two, a confusion accentuated by the early selection of a
technical solution, before the business requirements have been defined (see later).
A failure to define a consistent achievable objective often results in projects lacking focus, leading to confusion amongst
the project participants about what they are supposed to be doing. Terry Nagov really needed to establish a proper project
objective within a formal Project Initiation Document.
The role of the steering group: who owns the project?
All projects should have a sponsor or authority that makes decisions about the project and supports it throughout its
lifecycle. Ideally, this should be one person. It is possible for a group of people to play this role, but it is important that
they promote a united front. Even if the objectives and scope of the project can be defined (see previous paragraph), the
steering group is disunited in the context of project sponsorship. There are clear conflicts within the group and some of
these have been made public. Projects without a well-defined committed sponsor are likely to be unsuccessful as they
lack clear leadership and support. Furthermore, if the sponsor is a group, then the focus of the project will veer to reflect
changes in interest and power in the make-up of the group. The sponsor (owner) role should have been given more
thought at the start of the project and responsibility should have been documented in the Project Initiation Document.
Conduct of the project
Two aspects in the conduct of the project deserve scrutiny. The first concerns the procurement process. The second is
group and stakeholder management.
Procurement process
The Eurotek solution was selected before the requirements of the strategic planning process had been defined. Once
these requirements had been developed, it became clear that the software package was a poor fit and that a considerable
amount of bespoke work was needed to make it fit-for-purpose. The cost of these developments effectively led to the
end of the project. This was a poor process. The information system requirements of the strategic planning process
should have been developed before a potential software package solution was selected. The selection process should
have involved more than one company and should have been transparent, so that the reasons for selecting a particular
solution were documented and auditable. It is unclear from the scenario why the Eurotek solution was selected so early
in the process, particularly as their expertise appeared to lie in the banking industry, rather than health care. Most public
sector organisations have to follow strict procurement guidelines and it is surprising that these were not in place at
MidShire Health.
Group and stakeholder management
Terry Nagov appears to believe that the three employee sets within the steering group (senior hospital doctors, hospital
nursing managers and health service support staff) are equally powerful within the project context. However, this is
clearly not the case. The hospital doctors resent the inclusion of the health service support staff in the steering group.
The hospital nursing managers side with the hospital doctors at key points. The objectives of the health service support
staff appear to be aligned with those of Terry Nagov, but this support is not as effective as it may appear because it
comes from the weakest set within the steering group. In Tuckman and Jenson’s terms the group is fractional, stuck in
a storming stage. Differences in power and culture will make it extremely difficult for the group to move beyond this
stage. However, the person who could make it happen (Terry Nagov) undermines possible progress by choosing to
openly question the ethics of one of the hospital doctors. This appears to destroy the possibility of group harmony and
also brings into play a significant actor (Etopia’s health minister) who, although very powerful, had hitherto had no
obvious interest in the project.
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Project cancellation procedures
The CEO did not explore opportunities for negotiating the $600,000 quoted development cost or look for alternatives.
Eurotek might have been flexible on price, particularly if the developed software could have potentially been used in
other health authorities. In such circumstances, MidShire Health might have negotiated a royalty fee, to help them
recoup their investment. Perhaps this was also the point when alternative suppliers could have been sought, providing
solutions which were closer to the requirements of the organisation. This would have led to the investment in Eurotek
being written off, but this was also a consequence of project cancellation. No post-project review was conducted, and
lessons learned were not fed back into the project management process. In fact, the email sent to the steering group
members specifically stated that there would be no further meetings. As someone once wrote, the ‘only unforgiveable
failure was the failure to learn from failure’.
(ii)

Organisational culture
Johnson, Scholes and Whittington suggest that the culture of an organisation consists of four layers. Firstly, values which
are often written down as statements of the organisation’s mission. The visionary objective of the CEO might be an
example of a value. The ‘mission is to deliver health to the people of Midshire and, by that, I don’t just mean hospital
services for the sick, but a wider vision, where health is a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and
not merely the absence of disease or infirmity’. Beliefs are more specific and concern issues which people in the
organisation can talk about. The hospital doctors appear to firmly believe that the visionary objective of the CEO is
unobtainable. ‘You have to realise that poor health is often caused by poverty, poor housing and social dislocation. You
cannot expect MidShire Health to solve these problems. We can advise and also treat the symptoms, but prevention and
cure for these wider problems are well beyond us.’ Behaviours are the day-to-day way in which the organisation
operates. Certain aspects of these become clear in the scenario describing the strategic planning project. Finally there
are the taken-for-granted assumptions that are at the core of an organisation’s culture. In the scenario there is a contrast
between the CEO’s vision of delivering health and the perception of hospital doctors and nursing staff that the real work
is really about treating the ill.
The behaviours of the organisation can be explored further through selected facets of the cultural web.
The stories told by the hospital doctors are primarily concerned with belittling the role of the professional administrator.
‘As we know’, stated one of the doctors, ‘we all agree that efficiency can only be achieved through giving control and
budget to the doctors, not to the administrators who are an unwanted overhead. This is the first step we should take.’
We can assume that the chief administrator (the CEO) present at the meeting could not have missed this slight. Secondly,
the planning process does not appear to be perceived as real work. During one of the meetings the hospital doctors
stated that they had to leave to get back to their real job of treating patients. It almost appears that the hospital doctors
have agreed to participate in the planning process as a damage limitation exercise, trying to protect their power and
status, rather than because they have any real interest or belief in the planning process and its goals.
A definite hierarchy in the power structures appears to exist during meetings. When the senior hospital doctors are
present, the nursing representatives side with them and provide a powerful block to any of the initiatives proposed by
the CEO. When the hospital doctors are not present, the nursing representatives appear to be more conciliatory, agreeing
to actions and objectives that they renege on in subsequent meetings. The opinions of the support staff are clearly not
valued by the hospital doctors. The hospital doctors showed their disdain by leaving one of the meetings when the
objectives and role of the support staff were discussed. Their ideas, for example for preventative care, are quickly
dismissed by the powerful coalition of the hospital doctors and the nursing managers.
The activities of MidShire Health are affected by the hospital doctors who, through their powerful professional
organisation, have negotiated very favourable terms of employment. Not only do they enjoy high salaries for full-time
positions, but they also have the right to undertake private practice where they deliver services for private hospitals to
fee-paying patients. This almost unprecedented degree of freedom is tolerated by the government and is a parameter
that the CEO has to work within. As Mintzberg observed, such organisations are ‘the one place in the world where you
can act as if you were self-employed yet regularly receive a pay check (cheque)’. Such flexibility does not seem to stretch
to the nursing staff, but long-term loyalties seem to bond them to the hospital doctors. In contrast, the support workers
appear to work under difficult circumstances, expected to serve the whims of professionals, but with little recognition of
their contribution and little autonomy in undertaking their work. Probably as a result of this, they appear to be the most
receptive group to the changes proposed by the CEO.
The lack of control the organisation has over the powerful hospital doctors is shown by the fact that one of the doctors
perceives that it is perfectly acceptable to criticise his employer in public, disclosing private information from meetings
to the press. This behaviour is excused as being in the ‘public interest’ and the doctor receives support from his
colleagues. The CEO, although appalled by the behaviour, cannot pursue any disciplinary action because of threats from
nurses and doctors.
Organisational configuration
Organisations tend to configure in a number of ways. The attributes or building blocks of the organisation relate to each
other in different ways.
Terry Nagov was formerly the CEO of a company making mobility appliances. As well as having a profit motive (unlike
MidShire Health), the company developed its business strategy through a centralised management structure, with line
managers given the power and responsibility to achieve defined objectives and targets. Production itself was heavily
automated, administered and controlled through semiskilled employees who followed standards and procedures defined
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by senior managers. In terms of Mintzberg’s configurations, the company appears to exhibit many aspects of a machine
bureaucracy. The work it undertook appears to be routine, with much of it being simple and repetitive, allowing the
company to establish efficient highly standardised processes. Within machine bureaucracies much of the power resides
with the managers at the top of the organisation.
To outsiders such organisations can often appear to be an example of a focused, structured organisation which, as
Mintzberg himself concedes, ‘can be enormously efficient and provide an unmatchable reliability of service’. To a
government struggling with rising costs in an economic recession, such organisations contrast starkly with, as the
government minister put it, ‘the anarchy of the health service’. To an outside agency, such as the government, appointing
a CEO such as Terry Nagov to bring order and control must have seemed an attractive step. Nagov had an excellent
record in the private sector and bringing such skills to the public sector would seem to have self-evident benefits.
In Mintzberg’s terms, MidShire Health is probably a professional bureaucracy. Although the work is still relatively
standardised, its complexity means that judgements are usually required. The type of work undertaken in the
professional bureaucracy is quite different to that of the machine bureaucracy. Considerable discretion is required in the
application of skills that have been gained over years of training. MidShire Health depends on its professional staff and,
consequently, like all professional bureaucracies, gives them considerable control over their own work. A machine
bureaucracy generates its own standards internally and enforces them through its line managers. This is the approach
that the CEO is familiar with. However, in contrast, the standards for a professional bureaucracy originate from
self-governing associations that the professionals belong to. Hence the intervention of the Institute of Hospital Doctors
(IOHD) would be viewed legitimately by the hospital doctors, who believe that authority comes through expertise, not
through a management hierarchy. In questioning the legitimacy of such advice, the CEO failed to recognise the central
role that professional associations play in such bureaucracies. It was bound to cause offence to the professional staff on
the working party.
A recognition of MidShire Health as a professional bureaucracy should also have helped the CEO predict the hospital
doctors questioning the value of having support staff on the working party. In such organisational configurations, such
employees are seen as largely subservient to the professionals delivering the fundamental activities of the organisation.
In fact, many support staff are managed in a machine, top-down way, and so their enthusiasm for the formal planning
initiative might be expected. It closely matches their experience, as well as providing an opportunity to potentially
undermine what they consider to be the comfortable, capricious existence of the powerful professionals.
Similarly, the request of the CEO for the doctors to consider the ‘good of MidShire Health and its image within the
community’ is likely to fall on ‘deaf ears’. As Mintzberg comments, ‘most professional focus their loyalty on their
profession, not on the place where they happen to practice it.’
The problem of introducing change in professional bureaucracies is explicitly considered by Mintzberg. He states that
‘change in the professional organisation does not sweep in from new administrators taking office to announce wide
reforms or from government officials intent on bringing the professional under technocratic control’. This, of course,
exactly describes the situation at MidShire Health. Rather, he sees change as seeping in through a slow process of
changing the professionals themselves, through altering recruitment policies and training. In the short term, he would
probably suggest that the government would be better off placing pressure on the professional associations that influence
their member (such as the IOHD), rather than tamper with the professional bureaucracies directly.
Finally, it has to be recognised that MidShire Health is a public sector organisation funded by general taxation, rather
than by its specific users or customers. In principle the provider of the funds (government) provides resource inputs into
a service that is competing with other services funded by general taxation – such as national security. Thus health
services, in principle, need to show that they are providing value for money so that politicians support further funding.
Such an approach appears to give the government a lot of power. However, the existence of powerful professions and
the willingness of press and public to defend health service principles dilute this power, leading to the kind of frustration
explicitly articulated in the case study scenario.
(b)

The approach to strategy suggested by the CEO is essentially strategy by design, based on a logical process whereby senior
management devises a clear strategic direction and a system is then put in place to implement this direction throughout the
organisation. The overall mission of the organisation is pursued through increasingly specific objectives cascaded down
through the organisation, so that all layers of management are pursuing objectives defined and aligned to the determined
strategy. This is probably the most popular perception of how strategy is developed. Although it has its critics, such an
approach appears to be used by many organisations. Perhaps the relatively simple manufacturing environment of the CEO’s
former company made a rational planned approach a feasible way of managing strategy. Certainly such order often appeals
to politicians, as in the case study scenario, particularly when the provided service is funded out of general taxation and where
politicians define the resource inputs – how much money is to be spent on health, compared with competing claims of
defence, education etc. Politicians increasingly look for value for money, and a designed strategy appears to be an orderly
and controlled way of delivering such value.
Strategy as experience is based on the premise that organisational strategy is largely based on the adaptation of past
strategies. This adaptation is a reflection of the experience of managers and others working within the organisation. As
Johnson, Scholes and Whittington suggest, this is ‘strongly driven by the taken-for-granted assumptions and ways of doing
things embedded in the culture of the organisation’. This is largely the approach of the senior hospital doctors and nursing
managers on the steering committee. Strategy as experience resolves different views and expectations through a process of
bargaining and negotiation. By participating in the steering group, these two powerful interest groups were increasingly able
to negotiate a vision of health care and health care delivery that matched their perceptions. The powerful position of
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professions in a public bureaucracy and the relative weakness of professional managers and administrators make it unlikely
that large shifts in strategy will happen. Such organisations as the IOHD are clearly willing to publicly undermine the value
of professional managers and administrators in a public service. They do this by alluding to ‘public interest’, rather than
self-interest and appear to have little problem in rallying public support. The CEO is unlikely to have experienced this in
previous posts and so would have been relatively inexperienced in developing strategy from a coalition of vested interests.
Strategy as ideas largely concerns the issues of innovation. This strategic lens emphasises the importance of diversity and
variety in and around the organisation which can be harnessed to produce new ideas. Strategy emerges from people working
within the organisation who are faced with challenges and issues in their everyday work. Senior management provides the
context for strategy, selecting and promoting ideas originally emanating from lower down in the organisation. Elements of this
can be seen in one of the health support members of the steering committee stressing a strategy that encourages problem
prevention rather than problem treatment. However, even within the constraints of the steering committee, these ideas were
quickly dismissed by a powerful coalition of the hospital doctors and nursing managers. It is likely that the CEO will have
experienced suggestions from employees in the past. Ideas would have probably emanated from production operators for
reducing waste and from sales managers suggesting new pricing ideas and new products. However, the current culture of
MidShire Health seems unlikely to nurture many ideas and innovations. Powerful vested interests are in a position to smother
innovations that reflects ‘thinking outside the box’. Certainly such ideas would need special protection, something that the
CEO fails to offer even within the closed environment of the steering committee.
Johnson, Scholes and Whittington see the three strategy lenses as complementary. A certain perspective may fail to see
important issues raised by using a different lens. In the context of the case study scenario, the CEO would perhaps be better
to develop strategy through experience, perhaps supplemented by new ideas and innovation. The strategy by design appears
flawed, particularly given the divergent views on the mission of the organisation. However, despite this, strategy by design is
the approach that the CEO appears to prefer and adopt.

2

(a)

NESTA has identified the growth of discount fixed-price stores in Eurobia and is considering entering the marketplace. The
long economic recession in Eurobia has led to the increased popularity of these so-called ‘dollar shops’, where all goods and
products are priced at $1·00. Most of these shops are on the high streets of towns and cities where there is particular financial
hardship. NESTA has expertise in running such shops in Eyanke. The company is well-known within the retail trade of
Eurobia, but it is largely unknown to the domestic consumers of the country. Only 5% of those polled recognised the NESTA
brand.
The bargaining power of NESTA appears to be very strong. There are several factors that contribute to this:
–

The products supplied by the supplier earn a relatively low profit margin for the buyer. Low profits provide a great
incentive to buyers to pursue lower purchasing costs.

–

Switching costs are relatively low as the products are largely unbranded commodity goods. The buyer should find it
relatively easy to switch supplier.

–

The purchased products are standard and undifferentiated. Buyers should always find it relatively easy to find alternative
suppliers and can play companies off against each other in their search for better prices and other terms of supply.

–

The products purchased from suppliers represent a significant fraction of the buyer’s cost. Buying is price sensitive and
the company is likely to spend a great deal of effort trying to ensure the best terms of supply.

–

Purchasing companies are fewer and larger than potential suppliers. Suppliers may have alternative customers but their
scope is limited. In contrast, the buying companies have many smaller supplying companies competing for their
business.

Supplying companies are fragmented and the fixed-price discount channel represents a significant customer group. None of
the suppliers appears to offer a credible threat of forward integration whereby they might become competitors of their current
customers. From NESTA’s perspective their high bargaining power is an attractive aspect of the discount fixed-price channel
in Eurobia. Furthermore, effective purchasing systems, supplier selection and excellent logistics are perceived as core
strengths of NESTA. There is a good match between the nature of the market and the core competencies of NESTA.
Within Eurobia there are currently three dominant competitors. The three fixed-price discount chains compete on profit
margins (the target price is fixed at $1), on brand name and on expanding the number of outlets in the chain. The intensity
of the rivalry amongst existing competitors is largely caused by their ambitious expansion plans. Apparently, few weeks go
by without one of the companies announcing plans to extend their chain of shops. It is likely that a new arrival into the market
will be resisted, particularly when it is a potential entrant as well-known (in the retail market) as NESTA. Resistance will
probably be through tightened supplier contracts (better prices, agreement not to supply competitors), increased marketing
and rapid store expansion. However, evidence from Table One also suggests that the market sector is continuing to grow. Year
on year growth in the last two years has been around 13%, in an economy that is in recession. In such circumstances,
companies competing in the market can continue to improve their results simply by keeping up with industry performance.
It gives all competitors greater breathing space. Furthermore, perhaps the arrival of NESTA in the market may help grow the
market (by giving it greater legitimacy) and by NESTA exploiting geographical areas not yet comprehensively served by existing
competitors.
The main barriers to entry to any potential entrant is the capital required to rent, stock and staff the number of stores required
to realise the required economies of scale and to establish a credible market presence. It appears that NESTA has both the
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capital and expertise, particularly as the economic recession has led to reduced shop rents and greater shop availability.
Furthermore, possible exit costs have also been reduced by the willingness of landlords to consider short fixed-term leases.
NESTA’s main problem could be quickly establishing a brand name in a country where it is relatively unknown (5%
awareness), and competing with three incumbents who are very well known. The survey showed that all three established
brands were recognised by more than 90% of the consumers in Eurobia. Finally, there may also be barriers to entry erected
by the government to prevent foreign companies opening stores in Eurobia. This will have to be investigated.
The threat of substitute products is probably best considered in terms of alternative channels of supply. The scenario notes
that the large supermarkets do supply ambient goods, but have so far resisted competing on price. They are differentiating
through product (a wider range of branded goods) and through place (providing the convenience of purchasing a wide range
of other goods, including food, in one location). Their sheer scale may mean that they have been willing to overlook the
discount fixed-price market niche up to now. The largest discount fixed-price company has revenue of $330m, a fraction of
the size of the largest supermarket group ($42,500m). However, the arrival of NESTA, an established global player, in the
market may change the dynamic and cause the established supermarkets to take another look.
The supply of ambient goods is also well-suited to the internet and the growth of internet-based competitors has to be
considered. The current market is firmly based around high street shopping. The internet might be a substitute channel, and
indeed might be considered by NESTA as a way of differentiating itself on its entry into the market. The current internet home
delivery service offered by the supermarkets is unlikely to be much of a threat as long as they continue to charge a significant
fee for using it. It is clearly aimed at a different market segment.
(b)

When the business environment is highly uncertain, it may be impossible to develop a single view of how environmental
influences might impact on an organisation’s strategy. Thus it might be useful for managers to envisage a number of
alternative futures. These alternative futures are described in scenarios.
Scenarios are detailed and plausible views of how the business environment might develop in the future, based on different
assumptions about key environmental influences and drivers for change within the industry or market itself. It is helpful if the
number of influencing factors is limited to a few significant ones, so that the analysis does not become too complex. It is also
preferable to focus on factors which are largely out of the control of the organisation. The organisation can influence its own
behaviour and expertise. However, macroeconomic forces in a country are normally well beyond its scope of control. It can
react to changes, but not influence them. Indeed, it has been recommended that managers should develop contingency plans
(strategies) for each unfolding scenario. Johnson, Scholes and Whittington have also suggested that ‘sharing and debating
these scenarios improves organisational learning by making managers more perceptive about the forces in the business
environment and what is really important’.
In NESTA, scenarios might be developed around four significant factors:
–

The continued economic recession in Eurobia. The growth of discount fixed-price shops appears to depend upon
continued economic problems. Recovery may lead to consumers shunning such shops. Scenarios might consider the
economic situation remaining the same, improving and getting worse.

–

The response of established companies in the market-place to NESTA’s entry. The response of the incumbents is very
difficult to predict. Scenarios might consider a neutral response. The current companies are, after all, relatively small (in
retail terms) and inexperienced. A muted response might also be considered (increased marketing, tying in suppliers,
more shops) and, alternatively, an aggressive response, perhaps leading to consolidation within the market sector due
to takeovers or mergers.

–

The attitude of the established supermarkets to the discount, fixed-price market. The conventional supermarkets are
currently not competing on price against the discount fixed-price shops. They may continue to do this or they may wish
to compete, perhaps by setting up specialised branded outlets or by acquiring one or more of the current significant
players, and they have the relative size and economic power to do so.

–

The implications of channel change, with customers preferring to shop via the internet. This has been a significant factor
in many retail markets.

Scenarios would consider combinations of these factors. For example: economic recovery combined with a muted response
from incumbents, together with established supermarkets continuing to ignore the discount, fixed-price niche. The
attractiveness of entering the Eurobia market could be considered for each scenario, together with strategies for implementing
any proposed entry in to the market.
Statistical information might be used to define and evaluate scenarios. For example, published economic data might assist
the managers to define the likelihood of each of the three economic outcomes. Consumer data might help establish a
statistical relationship between spending in the market sector and defined economic indicators. This would help managers
predict product demand in different scenarios. NESTA is experienced in the sector (although not in Eurobia) and so managers
should have some understanding of the costs and margins of running such shops. This should give them some insight into
the likelihood and effect of any responses of the firms currently competing in the Eurobia market.
Scenarios may be underpinned by models which predict the outcome of different scenarios. Random selection methods
(Monte Carlo simulations) might be used to generate some of the input data to these models.
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3

Paul Harmon has proposed a process-strategy matrix that considers the strategic importance of the process on one axis and the
complexity of the process on the other. This leads to four quadrants for which Harmon suggests different generic process solutions.
For example, for relatively simple processes of low strategic importance he suggests standard software package solutions or
outsourcing. The location of each of the three processes defined in the question is considered in the following text, together with
potential solution options in the context of CT.
(a)

Payroll is usually of relatively low complexity and low strategic importance. It is normally fulfilled by a commercial
off-the-shelf software package. At CT the payroll requirements are relatively complex because of the combination of bonuses
and deductions which have been developed and enhanced over the last few years. Consequently, payroll has been developed
as a bespoke application by the in-house IT team. However, there is no evidence that the pay arrangements are effective.
Drivers find them confusing and they certainly do not find them motivating. It could be suggested that CT should simplify its
pay arrangements and adopt a commercial off-the-shelf package solution. Adopting such a solution would also address
long-term costs and problems. Payroll is subject to continual and unpredictable legislative changes. With a standard package
these changes are part of a fixed maintenance fee. Bespoke changes are unpredictable in both occurrence and duration and
so are potentially time-consuming and expensive. Indeed, recent changes in legislation led to the IT team being fully occupied
for three months, developing and testing the required modifications to the payroll system. There is also the chance that the
IT team could make a mistake or miss something important in the legislation. IT savings could be recycled into the drivers’
pay system. A simplified payment system could lead to drivers being offered better pay deals without costing the company
any more overall. It could also help motivate the drivers more effectively, which the scenario indicates is not happening with
the existing system.
The legal advice process is currently outsourced to a legal consultancy, although the cost of such advice is causing the
company to consider appointing a full-time, employed expert. CT is operating in an environment that is continually subject
to legislation. Chemical transport and handling is dangerous and appropriate legislation is inevitable. Drivers and driving hours
and the maintenance of trucks and trailers are also likely to be subject to both national and international legislation. Legislation
is time-consuming to monitor and the potential cost of non-compliance is very high. It could result in substantial damages or
fines. CT recognises that the current legal experts deliver an excellent service. It seems unlikely that it will be easy to find a
full-time expert with such a wide range of knowledge, so employment is risky and also likely to be relatively expensive. The
person will be the sole expert and so, as well as the problems of verifying advice, it also seems likely that there will be
problems in motivating and keeping such an employee in a job role where there is no onward career path. In Paul Harmon’s
terms, the legal advice process appears to be a complex process with little strategic significance. The advice for this type of
process is to continue to outsource and maintain the service of the legal consultancy.
The extension of the website to allow the chemical wholesalers to place and track orders is strategically very important to CT.
It recognises that failure to implement such functions will jeopardise future contracts. The chemical wholesalers may begin
to look for an alternative distributor. CT probably recognises that such a feature might also help them sign up more wholesalers
and so the extended website can be part of their business strategy. Whether the process is complex or not is a matter of
judgement. There will be clear security issues and it will be important to partition the system so that competitors’ details are
kept securely and separately. It is also likely that requirements are not yet extensively defined and will change as the details
of the wholesalers’ requirements become clear. The company has an IT capability with some expertise in web-based systems.
If a commercial off-the-shelf software solution is used to fulfil the payroll requirements, then this IT team is potentially freed
up to work on the enhanced website system. Consequently it is suggested that this application is a relatively complex process
with strategic importance and so is best developed in-house as a bespoke system.

(b)

The provision of delivery placement and tracking is, at the moment, an important element of customer retention. However,
in a wider sense the company’s website has to be reviewed to see if it can be harnessed to acquire further customers, to
enhance the service it offers (above and beyond placing and tracking deliveries) and also to assist in the long-term retention
of customers. It must be recalled that the present website is only used for information purposes. It only contains information
about the company: its structures, history, key contacts and case studies. However, it must also be recalled that CT only deals
with a relatively small business market. In B2B applications there tends to be far fewer but larger buyers (Chaffey, 2007).
Customer acquisition
The scenario suggests that chemical wholesalers are CT’s current customers. The site should be constructed with their
interests and requirements in mind. Evidence suggests that CT has recognised expertise in the difficult and dangerous task
of chemical distribution where there is a need for compliance with stringent and emerging legislation. The website needs to
provide examples of this and also constant updates which tempt people to return to the site to view the latest information. CT
does not have to reveal its complete expertise. However, regular, selected updates on new legislative requirements and new
chemical distribution challenges may prompt return visits and so increasingly suggest to potential customers that this is a
business avenue that is worth exploring. The case studies already on the website will strengthen the message of expertise
and also demonstrate to potential customers that outsourcing to CT will have both business and financial benefits.
Testimonials from established customers will help support this message. It has to be recognised that it is a B2B website and
that no contract or purchase will be entered into as a result of the website alone. It is about building up confidence and
information that may lead to contact being made between CT and a potential customer. Overall, the website should look
professional and business-like and appropriately discreet. Existing customers may not wish certain information to be given
out and CT itself must not give too much valuable information to competitors about its pricing or its range of current
customers.
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It is also important that potential customers find the CT website when they are looking for information or for a potential haulier.
Although it is less important than in a B2C website, it is still helpful if CT ensures that the website is optimised so that it
appears high up in website searches. This is not easy to reliably achieve and so purchasing sponsored links can also be very
valuable. The website address also has to be promoted in any offline marketing undertaken by the company. Again, it must
be recalled that CT must have a relatively finite set of potential customers. These should be relatively easy to target with
marketing information and sales calls that will include the website details.
CT may also benefit from collecting details about the people who are visiting its site. This may again be achieved through
offering selected information only to visitors who leave their email address. So, although some technical information might be
offered for free, other information – such as important changes in international legislation – might only be available to visitors
who have provided their email details. These email details may just be used as part of an analysis (which companies are
looking at us) or they might be used to target future promotional campaign.
Customer retention
Customer retention refers to marketing activities taken by an organisation to keep its existing customers. The scenario has
already identified the placement and tracking of orders. Customers might be offered a service which helps them plan deliveries
to help minimise distribution costs. This is potentially even more valuable if it can assist in distributing chemicals directly to
the end customer, hence avoiding wholesaler storage costs. Payment for the delivery might also be organised through the
website, with inducements made for fast on-line payment. Customer retention is improved by integrating the systems of the
supplier and the customer. Not only does this provide a better and cheaper service, it also effectively makes it more difficult
for the customer to move to an alternative supplier. Thus, as well as extending its web service, CT should consider establishing
links to the front end of the process (ordering, planning) and to the back end (payment and reconciliation). Customers also
value relevant management information. CT needs to identify what information it can offer its customers to help them run
their company more effectively or keep down costs. For example, making an earlier delivery may enable the wholesaler to
use the customer’s storage facility rather than their own.
Tutorial note: It is likely that candidates’ answers will vary in scope and credit will be given as appropriate. However, answers
must recognise that CT will require a B2B website and that purchase transactions are unlikely to take place on the strength
of the website alone. The website will just be the potential start of a selling process.

4

(a)

Prior to attending the course, Sully Truin appeared to have, in McGregor’s terms, many elements of a Theory X manager about
him. He felt that it was necessary to closely control and direct staff in order to get them to do what was needed. He perceived
that, in general, employees wished to avoid responsibility and so wanted to be closely directed and controlled. This belief was
reflected in work design in the company where employees were increasingly restricted to relatively simple repetitive tasks, for
which he had defined well-established procedures. While he was attending the course, Sully still had relatively trivial control
issues referred to him and he was exasperated by his employees’ inability to take actions to resolve these issues. His initial
diagnosis of this reluctance was that this was due to their personal inadequacies rather than the result of the work situation
that he had created. In terms of the Tannenbaum and Schmidt model, Sully originally displayed a manager-centred leadership,
whereby he made a decision and then announced it. Finally, in terms of the Blake and Mouton managerial grid, Sully’s style
is primarily that of authority/obedience. His main concern is task completion, with a leadership style which dictates what
should be done and how it should be done.
The course questioned Sully’s tough-minded management approach, promoting a more democratic style where leadership
responsibilities are shared with subordinates, who are also involved in the planning of tasks, not just their execution. The
course essentially suggested that Sully changed his style of leadership, moving to the right on the Tannenbaum and Schmidt
model and towards a stereotypical Theory Y manager. The course was run by a company who promoted the benefits of a
democratic style of management.
However, contingency or situational theorists have argued that there is no one ‘best leadership style’ and that style has to be
contingent, at least, on the nature of the work to be done and the needs of the people doing that work. Within the context of
the case study scenario, the choice of leadership style probably depends on three factors:
–

The characteristics of the leader. As already discussed, Sully tends towards a Theory X style. However, his willingness
to change style as a result of the course might suggest that his approach may be due to a lack of confidence in his
subordinates rather than the reflection of deeply held values about leadership.

–

The characteristics of those led. It could be argued that Sully’s style has necessarily led to him employing people who
are comfortable with his style, and demand a work environment which is routine, well-specified and tightly controlled.
When Sully changes his style after the course, they are unable to contribute effectively and are left confused and anxious.
It is their suggestion that Sully returns to his old style of leadership.

–

The situation itself, the nature of the task. In the case study scenario, the task has been increasingly constrained, so
that it can be closely defined and controlled by Sully. It is relatively simple but decisions on problems have to be taken
quickly. This is why they are referred to Sully. He is good at making an instant decision and has the authority to back it
up. When subordinates were asked to take responsibility for these decisions, they felt that they did not have sufficient
authority or experience and so they consulted their colleagues, which took time, before arriving at a decision.

Contingency or situational theorists would probably be critical of a training course that appeared to encourage a management
style that would be unlikely to be appropriate for all situations. Even the most democratic of managers has to adopt an
authoritarian style at some point to get certain things done or problems resolved.
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From a contingency perspective, it could be argued that before going on the course, ARC had a relatively good fit between
leadership, subordinates and the task. Sully Truin was relatively well-liked, he was trusted by his employees to make
decisions, and his power was high. As owner of the company he has the power to reward and punish employees. The tasks
required of employees were clearly laid down and were well defined.
Reversion to Sully’s old style of management might make employees feel more comfortable but it does not solve the
fundamental problems. The company is still over-reliant on Sully and, as well as causing him personal health problems, this
also severely restricts the company’s ability to expand. The company could look more closely at the definition of the task and
the competencies required of employees. The speed of change may have also been an important factor in the failure of Sully’s
new democratic approach. His sudden conversion from Theory X to Theory Y manager was too much, too soon and left
employees anxious and confused.
Tutorial note: This part question on leadership may be answered in a number of ways. The main focus of the answer should
be on Sully Truin’s leadership style both before and after the management training course and the effect these styles have
on his employees. It is expected that candidates will also comment on the speed of change and its consequences, as well
as the principles of a training company offering a course which promotes a particular style as the ‘best approach to
leadership’. The model answer includes reference to underpinning theories first encountered in F1, The Accountant in
Business.
(b)

In general, business systems have five types of business activity: planning, enabling, doing, monitoring and control. In the
scenario, employees are primarily responsible for doing and monitoring. However, the control activity, taking action when the
monitoring shows that some action is required, is undertaken by Sully Truin. This manifested itself in the emails and phone
calls he received whilst he was on the management training course.
The term job enrichment refers to a number of different processes including job rotation, enlarging and aggregating tasks.
However, the term has become specifically used to refer to a policy of vertical task amalgamation. It is roughly analogous to
merging the swim-lanes of a current business process model. An enriched job often contains responsibility for planning the
job and for taking control actions when they are required.
There are five core characteristics of enriched jobs.
–

Skill variety: The job requires the use of a range of skills and talents.

–

Task identity: (sometimes called closure): the job includes all the tasks needed to complete an identifiable product or
process.

–

Task significance: the degree to which the job has an impact on other people’s lives or work.

–

Autonomy: employees have a degree of freedom, independence and discretion in scheduling and organising the work.

–

Feedback: the degree to which employees possess information of the actual results of their performance.

In the context of these characteristics, giving employees responsibility for responding to problems (a controlling activity) was
a first step towards job enrichment, particularly as it would lead to task closure (completing the solution of an operational
problem) and emphasise the task significance (the impact of the decision on the field crews).
However, Sully’s sudden change of style caused two problems.
Firstly, it exposed gaps in the knowledge and skills of the employees. These might be addressed through coaching from Sully.
Secondly, it identified that the employees were happier following well-established routines and were quite content to be led.
Asking them to take responsibility for decision-making led to anxiety and procrastination, culminating in their request for Sully
to return to his old style of leadership. The strength of the employee’s need for growth in the job is an important moderator.
Such moderators explain why jobs which have considerable potential to motivate will not automatically generate a high level
of motivation and satisfaction for all employees. Evidence suggests that the employees at ARC are naturally content within
their job. People who have found the job too restrictive have left the company.
If Sully pursues his ideas for job enrichment, then he will have to carefully assess his current staff to see which, if any, are
willing to pursue this wider role. Evidence suggests that ‘employees with low growth needs are less likely to experience a
positive outcome when their job is enriched’ (Bratton and Gold). Consequently, Sully may have to bring new people in from
outside if he wants to pursue his job enrichment policy.
His assessment of the skills, competencies and desires of his employees has to be even more comprehensive if he wishes to
extend jobs to include planning and enabling tasks. However, such an extension would allow them to assist him finding and
establishing contracts, helping grow the company.
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(a)

June 2013 Marking Scheme

(i)

1 mark for each relevant point up to a maximum of 18 marks.

(ii)

1 mark for each relevant point up to a maximum of 18 marks.

Up to 4 professional marks are allocated for the clarity, structure and logical flow of the answer.

2

3

4

(b)

1 mark for each relevant point up to a maximum of 10 marks.

(a)

1 mark for each relevant point up to a maximum of 15 marks.

(b)

1 mark for each relevant point up to a maximum of 10 marks.

(a)

1 mark for each relevant point up to a maximum of 5 marks for each process area. Three process areas required, giving a
maximum of 15 marks.

(b)

1 mark for each relevant point up to a maximum of 5 marks for principles and 1 mark for each relevant point up to a
maximum of 5 marks for the evaluation.

(a)

1 mark for each relevant point up to a maximum of 15 marks.

(b)

1 mark for each relevant point up to a maximum of 5 marks for the principles of job enrichment and up to 5 marks for its
application at ARC.
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